Continued discount on insert phones!

PATH Insert Earphones - PIEP:

• Lightweight and flexible - compare to competition and feel the difference
• One year warranty on manufacturing defects.
• Two different versions available - for SENTIERO devices - with stereo plug connectors to other instruments.
• Foam tips and baby tips available for inserts.
• ECochG electrode cable adapter set.

Tymp Add-On is available for SENTIERO ADVANCED!

PATH Foam Tips for OAE probes:

• New Flexi foam with memory function
• For PATH Tymp and OAE probes in all sizes - adult (A) and Baby (B)

Foam Tips for adult probe tip (A) and baby probe tip (B)

#100900-100 (bag of 100)
#100899-100 (bag of 100)
#100898-100 (bag of 100)

Insert Earphone Ear tip 14mm  Item #100906-20 (bag of 20)
Insert Earphone Ear tip 10mm  Item #100905-20  (bag of 20)
Insert Earphone Ear tip 8mm  Item #100904-20 (bag of 20)
Insert Earphone Ear tip 6mm  Item #100903-20 (bag of 20)
Insert Earphone Ear tip 4mm  Item #100902-20 (bag of 20)

ATH Tymp and OAE probes in

THE SOUND OF SCIENCE.

Order instructions for hardware only: contact us for other options

PATH MEDICAL offers special bundles / sets to provide you with easy and trouble-free product configuration. However, it is possible to select every item separately - with stereo plug connectors - for SENTIERO devices.

MAKE YOUR CHOICE!
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Tymp Add-On is a special adapter - can be provided you with easy and trouble-free product configuration. However, it is possible to select every item separately - with stereo plug connectors - for SENTIERO devices.

The right choice of your platform to benefit from the quick upgrade options within one working day! You can also just order the hardware and try out the DEMO mode free of charge with unlimited features for 15 days! More details on the differences of the diagnostic platforms can be found in our quickguide on protocols:

Choose diagnostic platforms if you want to future-proof your device with easy upgrades at any time.

SENTIERO HANDHELD performs OAE and Audio. SENTIERO DESKTOP performs: Tymp/Impedance, OAE screening and diagnostic protocols. However, it is possible to select every item separately - with stereo plug connectors - for SENTIERO devices.

Screening and diagnostic protocols available on SENTIERO can be found in our quickguide on protocols:

Try, children > 4 years

Interactive children audiometry

MAGIC & MAGIC Screen
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Upgrades, Accessories and Consumables

Update 2019
SIENTERIO ADVANCED

Providing maximum flexibility and unparalleled functionality, the SIENTERIO ADVANCED offers OAE, ABR, ASSR, Tympanometry, Reflex, Tone and Speech audiometry. Screening and diagnostics features are available on a single portable and lightweight device.

SIENTERIO DESKTOP

SIENTERIO DESKTOP offers Tympanometry, Impedance, OAE, Tine and Speech audiometry also on both levels: screening and diagnostics. Please note that the accessories for SIENTERIO DESKTOP might have different order numbers than displayed in this brochure. Do not hesitate to contact us if questions occur.

EAR TIPS AND PROBE TIPS

SIENTERIO ear probes offer two different sizes of probe tips. One very small version suitable for newborns or preterms - one for babies from 3 months onwards.

Contralateral reflex & dual use probes...and new probes!

NEW!